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Effects of ambient exposure on photoluminescence of Dion-
Jacobson tin-based halide perovskite  
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Tin-based halide perovskite materials are of interest for light-emitting applications due to their broad yellow emission, but 
they are known to exhibit inferior stability compared to the lead-based perovskites due to tendency of Sn2+ to be readily 
oxidized. Here we investigated the ambient stability of a Dion-Jacobson tin bromide perovskite. We found that the optical 
properties of the samples were more significantly affected by the moisture rather than the ratio of Sn2+/Sn4+. The exposure 
to humidity resulted in changes in the ratio of 2D HDASnBr4 and hydrated 1D HDA3SnBr8 phases (where HDA denotes hexane-
1,6-diammonium), with initial increase (up to ~40 h) in luminescence attributed to increasing fraction of hydrated 1D phase 
which contributes to self-trapped exciton emission. With further exposure to humidity, the material starts to degrade 
resulting in reduced luminescence after ~40 h. The use of additives for the suppression of oxidation of Sn2+, namely SnCl2 
and tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), results in prolonging the lifetime of the samples (>260 h for thin films with additives, 
compared to 180 h for thin films without additives). However, the persistence of luminescence with increased time of 
ambient exposure in samples prepared with additives can be attributed to the changes in  the evolution of phase 
composition (ratios of 2D and hydrated 1D phases) over time rather than suppressing the oxidation of Sn2+.
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Introduction 
Tin-based halide perovskites have been extensively investigated as a 
lead-free alternative for a variety of applications, including solar cell 
and light emission applications.1-9 The 2D/quasi-2D tin halide 
perovskites are particularly attractive for applications as 
phosphors,1,3,5,7 as well as emitting layers for warm yellow,2 red,6,8 
and near-infrared9 light emitting diodes (LEDs). 2D tin-based 
perovskites generally exhibit superior light emitting properties 
compared to 3D counterparts, as they are more resistant to the 
oxidation of Sn2+ to Sn4+.6 Consequently, they also exhibit improved 
stability compared to 3D tin-based perovskites, which was attributed 
to slowing down the diffusion of oxygen into the perovskite.6 

In general, major issue in stability of tin-based perovskites is the 
tendency of Sn2+ to readily get oxidized into Sn4+.10,11 This applies not 
only to ambient exposure, but even to small amount of oxygen in the 
glovebox10 or oxidizing effects of solvent (dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)) 
used for film preparation.12,13 Consequently, different approaches 
have been investigated for improving the stability of tin-based halide 
perovskites, such as various additives to improve film quality and 
hinder the oxidation of Sn2+,10,14-25 and protecting the exposed 
surface with protective surface layer.11 Among various additives, tin 
halides and various reducing agents and/or antioxidant compounds 
have been very common. However, the majority of these additives 
have been investigated for 3D perovskites and solar cell applications. 
As 2D tin halide perovskites are more stable compared to their 3D 
counterparts,10 it is of interest to investigate the effects of different 
additives on their long term stability with ambient exposure. We can 
distinguish two types of 2D halide perovskites, namely Ruddlesden-
Popper (RP) and Dion-Jacobson (DJ).1,26 RP perovskites incorporate a 
bilayer of monovalent spacer cations which separates layers of 
inorganic metal halide octahedra, which are typically offset by half a 
unit cell in in-plane direction.26 DJ perovskites incorporate 
diammonium cations which are bound by hydrogen bonds to the 
layers of inorganic metal halide octahedra and exhibit no offset of 
inorganic layers.26 Different 2D (single layers of inorganic tin halide 
octahedral separated by spacer cations) and quasi-2D (multiple 
layers of inorganic tin halide octahedral separated by spacer cations) 
tin halide perovskites have been reported to date,1-3,5-8,17,22,27-34 
including both RP1,2,6-8,17,22,30,34 and DJ3,5,27-33 perovskite materials. In 
general, these materials exhibit improved stability compared to 3D 
tin-based perovskites.10 For example, it has been shown that they do 
not need to be synthesized in an inert atmosphere,1,7 and they can 
exhibit ambient stability over a long period of time, which in the case 
of DJ octyldiammonium (ODA) perovskite exceeds 30 days.32 
However, stability of these materials in thin film form, which is 
relevant for device applications, is considerably lower. For example, 
while 2D RP film exhibited significantly improved stability compared 
to 3D counterpart, the relative absorbance still exhibited >10% 
decrease within 30 mins.6 While the use of additives can be an 
effective way to improve thin film stability of tin halide 
perovskites,18,35-39 the investigations of additives in 2D perovskites 
have been scarce.10,17,22 In particular, DJ perovskites exhibit improved 
stability compared to RP ones, due to the absence of weak van der 
Waals interactions present in RP materials. Thus, possible method to 
achieve improved thin film stability is to select a Dion-Jacobson 2D 
tin halide perovskite with good stability, which can then be further 
enhanced by incorporation of additives.  
Therefore, here we used hexane-1,6,diammonium (HDA) as spacer 
cations since it was reported that it yields tin-based bromide 

perovskite powder exhibiting excellent stability and bright light 
emission.5 The reported structure is a solvate containing 1D 
perovskite described with the formula HDA3SnBr8(CH2Cl2). Since the 
structure of 2D DJ tin-based perovskite with HDA spacer is not 
reported in the literature, our intention was to investigate the 
possibility of preparation of 2D material as well as to elucidate the 
impact of ambient exposure on photoluminescence properties. We 
have prepared polycrystalline samples in powder form and found 
them to be exceptionally stable, exhibiting bright yellow 
luminescence after a week of storage in ambient, as shown in Figure 
S1, Supplementary Information. The light emitting properties 
exhibited humidity-dependent changes during aging in ambient air, 
as shown in Figures S2 and S3, i.e. the luminance decreased faster at 
higher humidity, while at lower humidity (30-40%) for a period of 
time an increase in photoluminescence was observed. The PLQY of 
freshly prepared powder samples was 59.2% (280 nm excitation)/ 
67.7% (316 nm excitation). 
Samples were also prepared in the form of thin films. Thin films 
exhibit lower stability due to increased paths for oxygen and 
moisture ingress through grain boundaries. Thus, they would exhibit 
observable changes over much shorter timescales compared to 
powder samples, which makes them convenient for this 
investigation. Therefore, we investigated the degradation process 
and possible methods to improve the stability on thin film samples. 
First, we optimized the solvent composition to minimize the content 
of DMSO while maintaining the film quality, since it is known that 
DMSO can result in the oxidation of Sn2+ but it also suppresses rapid 
crystallization,12,13 and that film quality affects the penetration of 
oxygen and moisture and hence its long term stability.10 Then, we 
investigated the use of different additives for suppressing Sn2+ 
oxidation. Among various additives, tin halides are commonly used 
and have yielded promising results.10,14,15,35-37 Sn(0) nanoparticles 
have also been effective in suppressing Sn2+ oxidation.38,39 While SnF2 
has been demonstrated to be very successful in suppressing 
oxidation of Sn2+,35,37 we have observed a strong humidity 
dependence of the sample stability. Thus, among different potential 
additives, SnCl2 is particularly interesting as it can function as a 
reducing agent14 as well as a desiccant.10 It also has high solubility in 
DMF14 and it can act in synergy with antioxidant additives to further 
enhance the device stability.10,18,24 Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) is 
another additive which has the potential to absorb the moisture at 
grain boundaries,40 as well as act as oxygen scavenger.41 Therefore, 
we investigated the addition of SnCl2, TEOS, and their combination 
to HDASnBr4 films and examined their long term stability in ambient. 
We found that SnCl2 only and the combination of both additives 
resulted in improved stability of the films compared to TEOS only and 
films without additives. The film lifetime was similar for SnCl2 only 
samples and SnCl2+TEOS, while the oxidation of Sn2+ was effectively 
suppressed only in SnCl2+TEOS samples. The changes in the film 
optical properties can be attributed to structural transformations 
upon exposure to moisture, which at first enhances the 
luminescence but ultimately leads to film degradation. 

Results and Discussion 
Photoluminescence spectra of HDASnBr4 thin films prepared from 
different solvent as a function of ambient exposure duration are 
shown in Figure 1a-c. 
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Figure 1. PL spectra of HDASnBr4 prepared using different solvent and exposed to ambient air (RH ~50-55%) a) DMSO, b) DMF:DMSO 1:1 and 
c) DMF:DMSO 3:1; d) Normalized PL intensity of HDASnBr4 (DMF:DMSO 1:1) as a function of time for different relative humidity levels. 
 

 
Figure 2. Normalized absorption (solid lines) and PLE (shaded areas) spectra of HDASnBr4 samples with different additives: a) no additive, b) 
10%SnCl2, c) 7.5%TEOS, and d) SnCl2+TEOS for different times of ambient exposure. Films were prepared in DMF:DMSO=3:1, and exposed to 
ambient atmosphere with RH in the range of ~32-40%. PLE spectra intensity was scaled to match the absorption in the range 280-290 nm. 
 

 
Figure 3. PL spectra of HDASnBr4 samples with different additives: a) no additive, b) 10%SnCl2, c) 7.5%TEOS, and d) SnCl2+TEOS for different 
times of ambient exposure. Films were prepared in DMF:DMSO=3:1, and exposed to ambient atmosphere with RH in the range of ~32-40%. 
  

 
Figure 4. XRD patterns of fresh sample a) without additive and fresh samples with b) SnCl2 and c) TEOS additives. Measured intensities are 
given by black dots while the calculated pattern is shown by blue line. d) Structure of 2D HDASnBr4 phase, e) structure of 1D HDA3SnBr8×(H2O) 
phase. 
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All the films exhibit characteristic broad emission which is attributed 
to self-trapped excitons (STE).1-3,5 The STE occur due to transient lattice 
distortions upon photoexcitation and carrier-phonon coupling.1,3 We 
can observe that lower DMSO content is associated with improved film 
stability, as expected, since the use of DMSO results in the oxidation of 
Sn2+ to Sn4+ in the precursor solution.12,13 We can also observe that the 
film degradation exhibits significant dependence on relative humidity, 
with higher humidity levels leading to faster degradation, as shown in 
Figure 1 d. In all cases, we can observe first an increase in PL intensity, 
followed by a decrease. It is known that 2D perovskites, both DJ Pb-
based42 and RP Sn-based43 can exhibit structural transformations upon 
exposure to humidity and/or solvent. Thus, although the effects of 
ambient exposure on optical properties of HDASnBr4 are expected, it 
needs to be established whether humidity-induced transformations or 
the oxidation of Sn2+ play a larger role in the observed change of the 
optical properties. Figures 2 and 3 show the PLE, absorption, and PL 
spectra, respectively, of HDASnBr4 samples prepared from 
DMF:DMSO=3:1 with different additives. We can observe that all 
samples at first exhibit an increase (up to 40 h), followed by a decrease 
in the emission intensity, as shown in Figure S4. The samples 
containing SnCl2 additive and samples containing both SnCl2 and TEOS 
exhibit light emission for the longest period of time. Optical absorption 
spectra of Fresh and short-aged (10 h) samples contain two 
pronounced absorption bands centered around 400 and 450 nm (Fig. 
2 and Fig. S5) that could be attributed to intrinsic absorption of 2D 
HDASnBr4 phase. At the same time, PLE spectra demonstrate no 
contribution of these bands to emission. That is evident from the flat 
PLE spectra in the 375-450 nm range for the Fresh and 10 h samples. 
The PLE spectra demonstrate a two-band structure with maxima at 280 
and 316 nm. The position of these bands does not significantly change 
during aging, while the ratio of their intensities (I(PLE280):I(PLE316) 
decreases from 1:0.2 to 1:0.75 (Fig S5). Both PLE bands give a 
broadband PL (Fig. 3) with a large Stokes shift (>1.85 eV), indicating the 
STE emission, usual for these kinds of low-dimensional structures.1-3,5 
We can also observe that the absorption spectra exhibit a significant 
change in the shape of the absorption spectra around 40 h. Similar 
changes (shift of near-band edge absorption to shorter wavelength) 
were also observed due to dimensionality reduction of 2D lead-based 
DJ perovskite upon hydration.42 In the morphology of the films, as 
shown in Figure S6, we can observe an appearance of needle-shaped 
grains around 40 h and the film roughness continues to increase with 
the time of ambient exposure, which is the likely reason for increased 
scattering in the absorption spectra of the samples. The observed 
changes in the morphology and absorption likely indicate structural 
changes, which cannot be distinguished from the photoluminescence 
spectra where broad yellow emission of varying intensity is observed 
in all cases. Nevertheless, phase transformations could cause 
variations in the emission intensity. For example, the emission spectra 
(peak position) and emission intensity in DJ tin halide perovskites were 
found to be dependent on the synthesis method,5 possibly due to 
impurities and/or residual solvent molecules incorporated in the 
lattice.5,31,32 In addition, it was previously reported that RP-based tin 
iodide perovskites could crystallize in dark and bright phases, which 
were both 2D phases, with somewhat larger spacing (<10% difference) 
observed in the bright phase.1 It was proposed that bright phase had 
excess spacer cation and excess iodide, compared to stoichiometric 
dark phase.1 
The XRD structural analysis was performed to identify the crystalline 
phases present in the samples and to investigate possible structural 
changes as a function of aging in ambient. Le Bail fit of fresh sample 
without additives and fresh samples containing SnCl2, TEOS and a 
combination of SnCl2+TEOS additives are shown in Figure 4. We can 

observe that all samples contain 2D phase HDASnBr4 and 1D hydrate 
phase HDA3SnBr8×(H2O). The structure of HDAPbBr4 as reported by 
Terzis et al.,44 was used as a starting structural model for the 
refinement of HDASnBr4. The refinement showed that HDASnBr4 

crystalizes with periodicity along c direction of 11.89 Å, slightly smaller 
than reported value for HDAPbBr4 (12.02 Å), which is in accordance 
with Sn2+ being smaller than Pb2+. For the refinement of 1D phase, 
HDA3SnBr8×(H2O) structure as reported by Ning et al. was used.5 
Besides perovskite phases, we can also observe the presence of 
crystalline phases belonging to additives; SiO2 was refined by cubic Fd-
3m cristobalite structure deposited in Inorganic Crystal Structure 
Database under ICSD-77459, while SnCl2 was refined by using the 
orthorhombic Pnma structure (ICSD-81977). It is well known that 
various additives lead to improved perovskite performance and 
stability via several different mechanisms.10 In some cases, the additive 
ions get incorporated within the perovskite lattice and therefore 
changes in structure on the molecular level are observed; this is often 
observed for hydrochloride containing additives that undergo halide 
exchange and mixed halide perovskite materials are formed.45 In other 
cases, additive molecules, such as 5-ammonium valeric acid iodide, are 
attached via hydrogen bonds at the perovskite surface.46 Finally, 
additives can also crystalize as a separate crystalline form,36 usually at 
grain boundaries, as is the case in this our work. Both additives, TEOS 
and SnCl2, have a similar underlaying mechanism by which the 
penetration of water molecules should be prevented or, at least, 
delayed. The SnCl2 protective layer can acts as a desiccant agent due to 
the ability of SnCl2 to absorb water molecules and form a stable 
hydrate (SnCl2·2H2O) which can further on be oxidized to SnO2.10  

 
Figure 5 Small angle range of XRD patterns of sample without additive 
and samples with SnCl2, TEOS, and SnCl2+TEOS for different times of 
ambient exposure. Measured intensities are given by black dots while 
the calculated pattern is shown by blue line. 001 diffraction line of 2D 
perovskite is shown in green while the 002 line of hydrated 1D phase 
is given in dark red. 
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Similarly, water molecules can react with TEOS, forming SiO2 and 
ethanol. Ethanol being volatile can readily escape, leaving the SiO2 at 
the grain boundaries. Indeed, from Figure 5. we can observe that the 
amount of hydrated HDA3SnBr8×(H2O) phase is smaller in fresh samples 
with SnCl2 and TEOS+SnCl2 additives, compared to the fresh sample 
without additives, pointing out that SnCl2 efficiently absorbs water 
molecules and slows down the phase transformation from 2D phase to 
hydrated 1D phase. With exposure to ambient, the amount of hydrated 
1D phase in all samples, with and without additives, is increasing. After 
40 h of exposure, we can observe similar proportions of 2D and 
hydrated-1D phases. Interestingly, the samples with equal amounts of 
both phases are also exhibiting the highest PL intensity.  
The efficiency of SnCl2 and TEOS+SnCl2 additives in slowing down the 
phase transformation from 2D phase to hydrated 1D phase is also 
obvious from 100 h aged samples; even after 100 h a considerable 
amount of 2D HDASnBr4 phase is still preserved for samples with SnCl2 
and TEOS+SnCl2 additives. The fact that 2D phase still exists in samples 
with SnCl2 and TEOS+SnCl2 additives, explains the prolongation of 
lifetime from 180 h to >260 h for thin films with additives. As the 
further discussion will show, the luminescence of all samples is 
attributed to the emission from the hydrated 1D phase. With aging in 
ambient, the crystallinity of luminescent 1D phase, in general, 
deteriorates. In the case of sample without additives, decreased 
crystallinity has a detrimental effect on optical properties, however the 
preservation of 2D phase due to the presence of SnCl2 and TEOS+SnCl2 
additives enables the formation of new crystallites of 1D phase. Unlike 
additives that contain SnCl2 (either pure SnCl2 or the combination of 
TEOS+SnCl2), sample with pure TEOS additive shows a different 
behavior. While all fresh samples dominantly contain 2D HDASnBr4, the 
fresh sample with TEOS contains almost exclusively the hydrated 1D 
phase indicating on inferior desiccant efficacy compared to SnCl2. The 
reason is too rapid reaction of TEOS with water molecules, yielding a 
SiO2 phase probably simultaneously with the perovskite crystallization 
or even before it. Since all TEOS transformed to cristobalite even in 
fresh sample, the prolonged impact as desiccant agent is not likely. 
With aging, growth of the 2D HDASnBr4 diffraction line is observed. 
This can possibly occur due to poor initial crystallinity of these samples, 
as shown in the SEM images (Figure S6). It is known that the exposure 
to moisture47 or solvent vapor48 can induce re-crystallization in halide 
perovskites, and this could explain an initial increase in HDASnBr4 
content in samples with TEOS. From the obtained results, it appears 
that ambient humidity plays a key role in the evolution of the optical 
properties and structure of HDASnBr4 films. All XRD patterns of 
different samples as a function of time of ambient exposure are shown 
in Figure S7. 
Due to known susceptibility of Sn2+ to oxidation, we have also 
performed XPS and examined the ratios of Sn2+/Sn4+ in different 
samples as a function of time of ambient exposure. The obtained 
results are shown in Figure 6 and Figure S8.  

 
Figure 6. The normalized Sn2+/Sn4+ ratio as a function of time of 
ambient exposure. 

It should be noted that measurements are performed on different 
samples from the same batch, so that some sample-to-sample 
variation cannot be entirely excluded. Nevertheless, some clear trends 
can be observed. For example, we can observe that the lowest 
Sn2+/Sn4+ ratio occurs at 40 h in all samples except the HDASnBr4 + 
SnCl2 + TEOS one. Although the samples with SnCl2 and SnCl2 + TEOS 
exhibit similar ambient stability (in terms of the time it takes of PL to 
decrease to zero), it appears that the samples with combined additives 
are more resistant to oxidation as the Sn2+/Sn4+ remains practically 
unchanged over a period of time, while that ratio for samples with 
SnCl2 only decreases. This can possibly be explained by different 
working mechanism of the two additives. As already mentioned SnCl2 
works as a desiccant and sacrificial material since it has the possibility 
to form a stable dihydrate which is then oxidized to SnO2. This 
mechanism is supported by the appearance of SnO2 diffraction lines in 
the XRD pattern of 100 h aged sample with SnCl2 (Figure S9). 
Comparing the Sn2+/Sn4+ ratios and PL intensity for different samples 
and different times of ambient exposure, no obvious correlation can 
be observed. Thus, we can conclude that the phase composition (the 
ratio of HDASnBr4 phase and hydrated HDA3SnBr8) is the dominant 
factor affecting the photoluminescence intensity of the samples.  
To investigate the reasons responsible for the observed behavior, more 
detailed investigation of the optical properties was performed. Since 
all samples exhibit the same optical properties, the following section 
will mainly discuss one of the samples (HDASnBr4+TEOS). However, the 
suggestions made are also valid for other samples.  
According to the phase composition, PLE bands originate from the 
hydrated HDA3SnBr8 phase appearing during the aging of the samples 
in the air. The aging process is accompanied by a gradual reduction of 
2D HDASnBr4 phase-related absorption peaks following by PL intensity 
increase. Starting from 40 hours aging, the absorption peaks at 400 
and 450 nm became undistinguishable due to a transformation of 2D 
phase into hydrated one. That can be concluded from consistency 
between decreasing of 2D phase-related absorption peaks and 
increasing of hydrated phase-related PLQY (Table 1). 

However, the PL decay traces show an inconsistent trend with the 
longest decay for the fresh sample and almost the same lifetime for 
the others (Fig. 7). Accounting for the well-known49,50 relationship 
between PLQY, radiative (krad) and non-radiative (knon-rad) rates 

𝑃𝐿𝑄𝑌 =
𝑘!"#

𝑘!"# + 𝑘$%$&!"#
 

and assuming the number “dark” fraction (e.g., emission centers that 
absorbed photon but do not emit light within the period of 
measurement51) is constant, one can expect that shortening of PL 
decay time should result in lowering of PLQY. That inconsistence, 
together with changes in absorption spectra, from one side, and the 
same spectral profile of the PL, from the other side, suggest the 
different configurations of electronic states for the fresh and aged 
samples. 

 
Figure 7. Changes in photoluminescence decay of the HDASnBr4+TEOS 
sample during aging. 
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Table 1. PLQY data for the whole batch of the studied samples. 

 
Combining the data presented in Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 7 we can 
propose the general model of STE emission regarding fresh and aged 
samples (Fig. 8).  
 

 
 
Figure 7.  SET emission models of 0 h and 40 h samples. 
 
Both fresh and aged samples have free exciton states (FE1) from the 
hydrated HDA3SnBr8 phase, concluded from the absorption peak at 
316 nm. That absorption peak is consistent with the PLE peak, meaning 
that the free excitons generated in FE1 states under UV excitation, can 
further transform into an emissive STEs state. In addition, the excitonic 
absorption feature at around 450 nm in fresh samples can be 
attributed to the free exciton states (FE2) of the 2D phase. Also, most 
likely, the absorption band at 400 nm contributes to FE2 states as well. 
Thus, the absence of these absorption peaks in aged samples implies 
the absence of FE2 states. The FE2 states themselves provide a 
pathway for the non-radiative relaxation of free excitons from the FE1 
states, competing the formation of the radiative STEs. Note that the 
free excitons from FE2 neither contribute to the STE emission as seen 
from the PLE spectra nor lead to free-exciton emission since no PL near 
the excitonic resonance at 450 nm has been detected. Finally, the free 
excitons at FE2 are not able to relax into the emissive STE states, 
probably due to the relatively larger potential barriers for the STE 
formation in the 2D phase.49,52  
To verify that model, and get a deeper insight into the carriers' 
dynamics, transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) studies were 
performed. The measurements were carried at two excitation 
wavelengths: 315 nm to evaluate the dynamics involved in the 
emission carriers and 415 nm to get an insight into carriers' dynamics 
within the 2D HDASnBr4 phase, as shown in Figure 9.  
 

 
Figure 9. Transient absorption spectra of the fresh sample under 315 
nm (a) and 415 nm (c) excitation; corresponding kinetics for PB1 and 
PB2 (b) under 315 nm excitation, and (d) comparison of PB2 kinetics 
for different excitation wavelengths. 
 
The photobleaching (PB) signals at 400 nm (PB1) and 450 nm (PB2) are 
consistent with the excitonic peak that appeared in the absorption 
spectra (Fig. 9a, c). To evaluate the free exciton dynamics at the FE2 
state, the PB2 kinetics under different excitation wavelengths were 
probed (Fig. 9d). A red shift in PB2 observed within 0.5 ps after 315 nm 
excitation is related to hot carrier (free exciton with high excess 
energy) relaxation (so-called cooling) processes.53,54 Under 415-nm 
excitation, no free excitons are generated at the FE1 state due to the 
lower excitation energy. That means the TA kinetics of PB2 (red curve 
in Fig. 9d) reflects the intrinsic dynamics of free exciton initially 
generated at FE2 states. The oscillation in the TA kinetics at an early 
time (within the first ten ps) is due to the exciton fine structure 
modulation by coherent optical phonons from the vibrational motion 
of the [SnBr6]4- octahedra, which was observed previously in 2D 
perovskites with a [PbI6]4- octahedra.55 To highlight the decaying 
process of the generated free excitons at FE2 states, the kinetics was 
fitted with a three-exponential decay, convoluted with a Gaussian 
function as system response with a FWHM (full width at half 
maximum) of 150 fs. As can be seen, the photobleaching kinetics decay 
slowly within the probed time range. 
In contrast, under UV excitation at 315 nm, both free excitons and hot 
carriers at the FE1 state are generated. A red shift in PB2 observed 
within 0.5 ps after 315 nm excitation is related to hot carrier (free 
exciton with high excess energy) relaxation (so-called cooling) 
processes.54,55 In this regard, at the initial time after excitation (~1 ps) 
the PB2 kinetics shows a fast decay due to the hot carrier cooling and 
coherent phonon oscillation. After that, the rise of PB2 kinetic (lasting 
up to 20 ps) corresponds to the carriers transfer from FE1 states 
leading to the increased free exciton population at FE2 states. Carriers 
transfer from PB1 to PB2 states under 315-nm excitation is excluded 
since their TA kinetics have similar trends (Fig. 9b). 
Thus, excitation of the samples within PLE bands initiates two 
processes. Firstly, some of the excited carriers at a hydrated HDA3SnBr8 
phase states are trapping locally via electron-phonon coupling, 
forming an STE state, while others are transferring to the 2D HDASnBr4 
phase followed by non-radiative recombination and do not contribute 
to emission. Since the time scales of these processes are different, it is 
hard to estimate the exact proportion between self-trapped and non-

Sample Aging time 
Fresh 10 h 40 h 80 h 120 h 

Excitation at 280 nm. PLQY, % 
Sample without additive 2.6 6.9 15.3 11.9 7.1 
Sample with SnCl2 2.2 3.8 14.7 10.7 8.6 
Sample with TEOS 2.9 8.4 14.5 11.8 5.9 
HDASnBr4+ SnCl2+TEOS 2.5 4.13 13.1 13 8.1 
Excitation at 316 nm. PLQY, % 
HDASnBr4 1.1 2.7 16.2 13.3 6.5 
HDASnBr4+SnCl2 0.4 1.9 13.9 11.8 11.1 
HDASnBr4+TEOS 1.1 4.6 15.3 15 4 
HDASnBr4+ SnCl2+TEOS 0.4 3.2 14.9 14.4 8.8 
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radiatively decayed excitons. During aging, the 2D HDASnBr4 phase 
gradually disappears, thereby increasing the probability for free 
excitons to form self-trapped states. As a result, the ratio between the 
numbers of emitted and absorbed photons (which PLQY is) increases, 
resulting in a corresponding increase in the PL intensity and “apparent” 
PLQY. 
In addition, as a final test of the role of humidity in the observed phase 
transformations and resulting variation in the optical properties, we  
have exposed the samples to solvent vapor inside the glovebox.56,57 
Recrystallizations and structural transformations have been previously 
documented for different perovskite materials upon exposure to 
DMF,56 alcohol,57 and water.58 Thus, as complementary experiments to 
the effects of exposure humidity, we have exposed samples to DMF 
and methanol vapor inside the glovebox, and also included a solvent 
which does not dissolve our perovskite material (toluene) as a control. 
The obtained results are shown in Figures S10-S13. We can see that 
negligible changes are obtained for exposure to toluene, which does 
not dissolve the HDASnBr4. In contrast, after the exposure to DMF 
vapor the samples rapidly turn colorless and luminescence enhances, 
and then roughness increases (samples turn cloudy and there is 
significant scattering evident from the absorption spectra). Similar 
evolution of optical properties is observed for methanol vapor, but it 
occurs slower which is expected since the solubility of the perovskite 
in methanol is lower. This is expected as the effect of the solvent on 
material properties is dependent on the solvent properties.56 While we 
can observe clear loss of the 2D phase in the absorption spectra for 
both DMF and methanol, there is no evidence of 1D phase which forms 
in ambient in the samples exposed to DMF, while samples exposed to 
methanol exhibit more similarity to samples in ambient than DMF 
samples but they all exhibit some differences. From XRD patterns, we 
can observe no significant changes in the case of toluene. For DMF, the 
transformation of 2D phase to lower-dimensional phase is clearly 
visible from the decrease of 00l intensities of HDASnBr4 and 
appearance of new diffraction lines at 14.77, 15.05, 29.88 and 30.36 ° 
2θ. The refinement showed that new crystalline phase is not iso-
structural with HDA3SnBr8. This, combined with the fact there are no 
new diffraction lines in low angle range (3-10° 2θ), typical for 2D and 
1D perovskites, suggests the transformation 2D phase to 0D 
perovskite. The same is found for samples exposed to methanol. The 
only difference is that 2D phase exposed to DMF swiftly transforms to 
lower dimensional perovskite (within 30 sec), while the new diffraction 
lines in the case of methanol appear after 8 minutes. Therefore, we 
can conclude that different solvents can trigger structural 
transformation due to plasticizing effect of the solvent57 and/or 
dissolution/recrystallization.58 Possible driving force of structural 
reorganization is different solubility of perovskite precursors in the 
solvent,58 which would have a consequence of different solvents 
resulting in differences in structural transformations observed, 
consistent with experimental observation. 

Conclusions 
We investigated ambient stability of HDASnBr4 powders and thin films. 
We found that the use of additives (SnCl2, TEOS) affected the stability 
and optical properties of HDASnBr4 due to the changes of phase 
composition i.e. the ratio of HDASnBr4:hydrated HDA3SnBr8 over time. 
There was no obvious correlation between the luminescence intensity 
and the Sn2+/Sn4+ ratio, and the most intense emission in all samples 
occurred after ~40 h of ambient exposure, when the samples exhibited 
comparable amounts of the two phases (although the evolution of the 
phases over time varied for different additives). Combination of 
additives results in significant enhancement of the film stability, with 

luminescence from thin films without any encapsulation observed for 
over 10 days. The luminescence can be attributed to the emission from 
the hydrated phase HDA3SnBr8, with apparent PLQY increase with 
aging corresponding to the reduced fraction of the non-emissive 2D 
HDASnBr4 phase which contributes to non-radiative losses as the FE2 
states in 2D phase do not contribute to observable PL. 

Experimental methods 
Materials. The following chemicals: SnBr2 (TCI, >97.0%), SnCl2 

(98%, Alfa Aesar), tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) (99%, Dieckmann), 
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (anhydrous, Alfa Aesar), Dimethyl 
sulfoxide (DMSO) (anhydrous, Alfa Aesar), Toluene (anhydrous, 
Sigma-aldrich, 99.8%) and HDABr2 (Greatcell Solar) were used as 
purchased without any purification. 

Solution preparation. SnBr2 and HDABr2 in a molar ratio of 1:1 
were mixed and dissolved in DMF/DMSO (3:1, v/v) to form a clear 
solution. For the precursors with additives, different amount of SnCl2 
and TEOS were added into the HDASnBr4 precursor solution.  

Film deposition. The quartz substrates were cleaned by ultra-
sonication with detergent solution, deionized water, acetone and 
ethanol for 20 min, respectively, followed by drying under N2 flow. 
After oxygen plasma treatment, substrates were transferred into Ar-
filled glovebox for film deposition. The HDASnBr4 perovskite films 
were spin-coated at spinning speeds of 1000 rpm for 5 s and 5000 
rpm for 60 s while 150 µl toluene antisolvent was dropped to 
facilitate crystallization of perovskites. After that, all films were 
annealed at 90 ºC for 10 min to remove the residual solvent. Solvent 
vapor exposure was performed inside the glovebox, by placing the 
sample in a closed glass Petri dish with solvent droplet of a fixed 
volume.56,57 

Characterization. XRD patterns were recorded by Rigaku MiniFlex 
X-ray Diffractometer using Co Ka radiation. Absorption spectra were 
measured by Agilent Cary 60 UV-Vis spectrophotometer. PL spectra 
were measured with HeCd (325 nm) laser as the excitation source, 
and the spectra were collected by a fiberoptic spectrometer. Top view 
SEM images were obtained using a LEO 1530FEG Scanning Electron 
Microscope. Photoluminescence excitation (PLE), quantum yield 
(PLQY), and decay were measured on an FS5 (Edinburgh Instruments) 
spectrofluorometer equipped with an integrating sphere. PLE spectra 
were collected at the emission maximum (λmax = 600 nm) in the 250-
550 nm range with a 1 nm step and 2 nm spectral bandwidth. PLQY 
was determined by the three-measurements technique,59 wherein, 
together with measurements of an empty sphere (scatter) and direct 
excitation of the sample, the PL spectra for indirect excitation (the 
sample is placed inside a sphere and the excitation beam is directed 
onto the sphere wall) were collected. The latter accounting for the 
reabsorption by the sample of the excitation light scattered into the 
sphere. PL decays were collected under flash-Xe lamp excitation using 
a multi-channel scaling detection technique. Due to the relatively 
long time length of the excitation pulse, PL decay traces were first 
reconvoluted with an instrument response function and then fitted 
with a monoexponential function (resulting χ2 value was in a range of 
1.1-1.2). 

Transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) was performed on a 
home-built pump-probe setup with a Ti:Sapphire regenerative 
amplifier (Coherent Legend Elite) seeded by a titanium sapphire 
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oscillator (Coherent Mira 900) as a light source. The output of 800 nm 
at 1 kHz from the amplifier was split into two beams: the first, 
intensive beam, was set into an optical parametric amplifier 
(Coherent Opera Solo), providing the pump beam with tunable 
photon energy; the rest of the laser power was focused on a calcium 
fluoride plate to generate a supercontinuum probe in 325-700 nm 
range. The probe beam was passed through a mechanical translation 
stage, providing a time delay between pump and probe pulses up to 
1 ns. The instrumental response function is 150 fs. Shot-by-shot 
transmission of the probe beam was collected by Acton Spectrapro 
275 spectrometer equipped with a 150 ln/mm grating and a line CCD. 
The differential transmission spectrum of the probe pulse (ΔT/T) was 
calculated as ((Tpump ON – Tpump OFF)/Tpump OFF). 
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